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Welcome to the team 
šˁ 

 

It’s a pleasure to work with you! I’m looking forward to the content you can help us produce. It means a lot to 
me that you reached out and are willing to share our message with the world. Before we get started, I want to 
give you a little background on Woodland Zen, and how we came about. 

Who We Are 

“Behold the beauty of the forest. Wear the Serenity of Mother Earth” 

Woodland Zen is a 4 year old trademarked company ran by 2 people. 
Myself, (Emily) and Dave. We are committed to sharing the beauty of 
the forest and making our customers feel serene and connected to 
Mother Earth. 

We emphasize on sustainably sourcing our products. We develop 
close relationships with the individuals who cut our gemstones and 
source our wood. Further eco-friendly practices involves planting a 
tree campaigns throughout the year. We are cruelty free, meaning no 
products we purchase are tested on animals, or nor do we use animal 
by-products such as leather. 

We invest time and spiritual energy into the products we make and 
each piece has deep meaning. We love our business and the people 
who share similar values. 

Harmony 

I was meditating one day, feeling overwhelmed with the constant “to do list” going through my head. I began to 
repeat to myself, “harmony.. Harmony.. Harmony..” I’m not sure why, it’s just what came to mind, so I 
followed. I was instantly brought to a time period of my life when I was about 8 years old, barefoot, sitting up in 
the Japanese Maple tree in my parents backyard. I could see the bugs crawling on the smooth bark, the birds 
singing joyously, and I felt complete harmony. I was alone, but I didn't feel alone. I was one with nature and all 
of the trees around me. I felt supported by the strong branches and the entire universe had my back. 

 



 

 

I realized that it was that harmonious moment that made me fall in love with the forest for the rest of my life. 
The woods have become my therapy. Being alone in nature is what cured me of my anxiety. It’s where I gather 
my biggest and strongest ideas and goals. In fact, it was in the forested mountains of the Patagonia where Dave 
and I had come up with the idea of Woodland Zen!  Here we are now, determined to share the power of the 
harmonious healing therapy of the forest. 

Unfortunately we can’t live in the Zen Bliss of the forest 24/7, so that is why we created wood and gemstone 
jewelry that reflects the benefits of it. We don’t just sell jewelry. We inspire a peace of mind and love for Mother 
Earth. 

Can You Help Us Share Our Message? 

Example Topic Points for your Posts: 

Has spending time in nature helped you? 

What do you love the most about the forest? 

How does the sounds of the forest make you feel? 

Do you ever have “revelations” or major mental breakthroughs while hiking? 

What do you like to do when you’re in nature? Journal? Snack? Yoga? Meditate? Think? Play? 

How does wearing Woodland Zen Jewelry make you feel connected to nature? 

➡High quality images will be shared on our Instagram feed with your tag. Lower 
quality images will be shared in our stories and Facebook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What We Expect to See: 

● Inspire your following with our 
products 

● Faces! We want to see your beautiful 
face! Please do not just snap a photo of 
the jewelry packaged up when it arrives 
in the mail. No only wrist photos from 
funny angles with the package still in 
the background. I want to see how you 
can get creative! 

● Photos of you modeling the jewelry 
near a tree or in the woods. 

● Interacting with nature while wearing 
WoodlandZen jewelry. 

● Always both hashtag and tag Woodlandzen. Ex: 

“Wearing @Woodlandzen jewelry makes me feel serene and happy! #woodlandzen. 

● No altering our jewelry. You may re-tie the hemp on necklaces so that it may sit closer to your neck, 
however, please do not change the hemp cording or add any additional beads when promoting. This 
ensures that our customers always know they may expect eco-friendly, cruelty free and genuine 
materials in their jewelry. 

● Positivity. Please keep it upbeat and inspiring. 

What You Recieve 
● 2 products of your choice each month based on your availability and needs. 
● An exclusive 20% off coupon that will not expire - only for you! 

Questions? Comments? 

Feel free to DM me on Instagram, or email Dave at woodlandzen@mail.com 

Much love! 

ˁEmily & Dave 
WOODLANDZEN 

šShop | šInstagram | šFacebook | šGroup |šPinterest | šBlog | šEmail 
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